
Crafted with Care, 
Delivered with Pride

ALWAYS AHEAD



Our Mission and Core Values

At Aadinath Industries, our mission transcends the boundaries of traditional manufacturing. 

We are dedicated to :

Each product from our extensive range is crafted to perfection. Our 
range includes MS Angles, Round Bars, Square Bars, Flat Bars, and 

Bright Bars, all meeting the highest standards of excellence.

We cherish the relationships we build, treating our 
customers and suppliers as partners in progress, with 
honesty and transparency at the core of every interaction.

Quality Trust

"Always Ahead" isn't just our slogan; it's our way of life. We 
constantly strive to innovate and improve, ensuring we offer 
the best solutions to our clients.

Innovation :

Pioneering Excellence in Every Element

Welcome to Aadinath Industries, a cornerstone in the re-rolling mills sector and a trusted trading partner in the 

metals industry. Rooted in a foundation of quality, innovation, and integrity, we have established ourselves as a 
beacon of reliability and trust. With a commitment that extends beyond manufacturing to include global trading, we 

stand as a testament to the enduring value of excellence in both production and commerce.



Customized Solutions for 
Every Industry :
At Aadinath Industries, we understand that precision matters. Our extensive range of metal products is 
engineered to meet diverse industrial needs, with the flexibility to adjust specifications such as length 
and weight to your exact requirements. 

Our product offerings include

MS Angle Bar: 
Robust angles ranging from 20mm to 
110mm, perfect for a variety of structural 
needs.

MS Flat Bar: 
Versatile flat bars available from 20x5mm to 
100x50mm and 125x6mm to 150x25mm 
dimensions for applications demanding flat 
surfaces with high strength.

MS Round Bar: 
Durable round bars from 8mm to 100mm 
diameter, ideal for construction, manufacturing, 
and engineering applications.



MS Square Bar: 
Sturdy square bars from 8mm to 75mm, 
offering reliability for general fabrica-

tion and repairs.

Bright Flat Bar: 

Premium flat bars in dimensions ranging from 
16x5mm to 100x50mm and 125x10mm to 
150x25mm, providing a clean finish for 
detailed work.

Bright Round Bars: 

High-quality round bars from 8mm to 
100mm diameter, offering a combination of 
toughness and finish.

Bright Square Bars: 

Precision-engineered square bars from 
8mm to 75mm, known for their finish 
and strength.



NOTE 

Customization is at the core of what we do. 
If you need Specific lengths or weights not listed here, we are more 
than ready to accommodate your needs. For further inquiries or to 

discuss more about our products, please don't hesitate to contact us.

+91 9825207616

Product Type Size Range

MS Angle Bar 20mm - 110mm

MS Flat Bar 20x5mm – 100x50mm, 125x6mm – 150x25mm

MS Round Bar 8mm – 100mm

MS Square Bar 8mm – 75mm

Bright Flat Bar 16x5mm to 100x50mm, 125x10mm to 150x25mm

Bright Round Bars 8mm – 100mm

Bright Square Bars 8mm – 75mm

https://cutt.ly/aadinath-industries


Business Philosophy and Ethical Practices

Values and Vision : 
Aadinath Industries is more than a re-rolling mill and 

metal trader; it is a beacon of trust in the metals 
industry. Rooted in ethical practices, our business 
philosophy is driven by transparency, accountability, 
and a profound respect for our clients, employees, and 

the environment.

Ethical Business Practices : 
We operate with the conviction that integrity is the 
bedrock of sustainable business. Fairness in trade, 
honesty in communication, and ethical conduct are not 
just policies; they are ingrained in our daily operations. 
Our long-standing relationships in the industry stand as 
testimony to this unwavering commitment.

Dedication to Customer Success : 
Our dedication to customer satisfaction is paramount. We understand the critical role our 
products play in your projects and endeavors. Therefore, we listen, engage, and ensure that 
each client receives personalized attention and service that goes beyond mere transations.

Empowering Our Team : 

Aadinath Industries is home to a team that upholds our vision of excellence. We invest in 
their professional growth and well-being, recognizing that a nurtured and respected work-

force is the cornerstone of any great enterprise. Together, we strive for quality and success 
that echo with in our products and customer experiences.

Community and Environmental Stewardship :

Wherever possible, we strive to engage with our community and contribute positively to 
societal advancement. We are also attentive to our environmental responsibilities, 
continually seeking methods to reduce our carbon footprint and promote sustainable 
practices in our operations.



Works : Survey No. 44 Post: Vadia, Sihor Road, 
Vadia Dist, Bhavnagar. Gujarat. India
Office: A-2, Hans Complex, Sanskar mandal, 
Bhavnagar-364002. Gujarat. India.

CONNECT WITH 

AADINATH INDUSTRIES
Your partnership with Aadinath Industries begins with a 
conversation. We are here to provide information, 
answer your queries, and discuss how we can meet 

your metal product needs.

+91 9825207616

info@aadinathindustries.in

www.aadinathindustries.in

https://cutt.ly/aadinath-industries
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